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NTACT Team

NTACT
National Technical Assistance Center on Transition

Levels of TA

Universal
Accessible to All
- Accessible website
- Practical TA tools/products
- Access to self-directed online learning modules
- Regional OAIs
- Webinar for priority content areas
- Information
- General TP guidance
- Requests for reports

Targeted
Time-limited & Task specific
- Support for NTACT review of data and development of strategic improvement plans
- Technical OAIs
- EBP LORC online coaching
- CE for targeted regions on site meetings
- Ask the Experts Webinars
- Support for use of NTACT, STTIP, Transitionhandbook.org, and Quality Indicators II

Intensive
State application
- State-level selection of states with commitment of SEA and VR
- Sustained support for examination of data, analysis of policies, programs, and practices
- Recommended practices for integrated, interagency transition training
- Coaching during replication in states and local levels
- Initial implementation including evaluation to inform research and practice
- Transition self-studies

TMI??

NTACT
National Technical Assistance Center on Transition

• Accessible website
• Practical tools/products
• Access to self-directed online learning modules
• Regional OAIs
• Webinar for priority content areas
• Information
• General TP guidance
• Requests for reports

• Support for NTACT review of data and development of strategic improvement plans
• Technical OAIs
• EBP LORC online coaching
• CE for targeted regions on site meetings
• Ask the Experts Webinars
• Support for use of NTACT, STTIP, Transitionhandbook.org, and Quality Indicators II

• State-level selection of states with commitment of SEA and VR
• Sustained support for examination of data, analysis of policies, programs, and practices
• Recommended practices for integrated, interagency transition training
• Coaching during replication in states and local levels
• Initial implementation including evaluation to inform research and practice
• Transition self-studies
Case Study Application

Meet TJ

TJ is a 5th grade student. He has a passion for drawing and a real talent for putting pencil to paper to create realistic pictures. He is currently enrolled in a school for the blind, where his teacher has used one of TJ's designs on an emblem for the school.

TJ lives with his parents and younger brother in a rural area of 600,000 people. His father is an artist and a local musician, and his mother works part-time as a sales assistant for a local business. TJ has always been interested in art and has shown a natural talent for drawing and painting.

TJ's brother, Tim, is also a talented artist and frequently collaborates with TJ on projects. They both enjoy spending time together, drawing and painting pictures.

Documents within Module

Timeline for Planning

Overview of Employment

Ages 15-21

Planning and Preparing for Employment

Ages 18-21

Applying Employment Options

Ages 18-21

Video & Reflective Questions

What service learning projects could you implement with your students?
Additional Background Resources

- Predictors Correlated with Post-School Outcome Areas
- NTTAC Executive Summary Evidence-Based Practices and Predictors
- Literature Map of Dropout Prevention Strategies
- RTTC-EBP VR
- Dropout Prevention Practice Guide
- Taxonomy for Transition Programming 2.0
- Quality Checklist - Correlational Research
- Quality Checklist - Group Experimental Research
- Quality Checklist - Single Case Research
- Quality Checklist - Qualitative
VR Evidence-Based Practices

Examples of Additional Resources

- A Guide to Creating Collaborative School-Community-Business Partnerships
- A Parents Guide To Age of Majority
- State Specific Resources

Lesson Plans

Toolkits

- Transition Fair Toolkit
- Evaluation Toolkit
- Transition Team Leader Toolkit
- Coming Soon
  - Competitive Integrated Employment
  - Post-Secondary Education
  - School Completion
UPCOMING WEBINARS

Moving Beyond Compliance to Outcomes through Quality Implementation: Tools to Use

November 10, 2016, 3:00 – 4:00 PM (Eastern)

Presenters: Barb Guy, Director of Special Education, Iowa
David Sienko, Director of Special Education, Rhode Island

Transition Coalition Self-Study

PD for building teams
• Learn content
• Apply new learning
• Identify needs
• Develop & implement action plans

Multiple Units
• IDEA & Secondary Transition
• Transition Assessment
• Self-Determination

Support for Team Facilitators
• TC staff
• SS Facilitator Community
• Email/phone call support
• Video presentations/tutorials

Embedded evaluation

“We gained a wealth of knowledge allowing us to see the purpose of the transition plan and how to develop an effective one. What we accomplished has changed our way of thinking and provided us with a new way of approaching the development of transition plans.”

LERN Invites You to...

• Sign up for NTACT listserv: http://uncc.surveyshare.com/s/AYASDJA

• “Like” us & follow us on Facebook : at transitionta

• ...and on Twitter : @transitionta

• ...and on Pinterest : at transitionta